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Abstract
Most statistical machine translation systems
cannot translate words that are unseen in the
training data. However, humans can trans-
late many classes of out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words (e.g., novel morphological variants,
misspellings, and compounds) without context
by using orthographic clues. Following this
observation, we describe and evaluate several
general methods for OOV translation that use
only subword information. We pose the OOV
translation problem as a standalone task and
intrinsically evaluate our approaches on four-
teen typologically diverse languages across
varying resource levels. Adding OOV trans-
lators to a statistical machine translation sys-
tem yields consistent BLEU gains (0.5 points
on average, and up to 2.0) for all fourteen lan-
guages, especially in low-resource scenarios.
1 Introduction
Machine translation systems frequently must
translate tokens unseen during training (known as
out-of-vocabulary or OOV tokens). Neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) can mitigate this OOV
problem by producing word representations on the
fly from subword units (Sennrich et al., 2016; Lu-
ong and Manning, 2016). Despite this advantage,
NMT performs poorly when there is little train-
ing data; Koehn and Knowles (2017) show that
statistical machine translation (SMT) yields better
translations in this low resource setting. However,
SMT systems struggle to handle OOV tokens.
Human translators are adept at translating OOV
words, in part because they exploit subword or-
thographic clues. For example, they can trans-
late novel morphological variants and compounds
of known words by reasoning over constituent
subword units. We use these same subword or-
thographic units to build broadly-applicable OOV
translation systems while making only the loose
typological assumption that the orthographic rep-
resentation contains informative subword units.
Most prior work has focused on translating spe-
cific OOV classes; we pursue holistic solutions.
Our work is similar in spirit to prior language-
specific and general methods for handling multi-
ple classes of OOVs in SMT (Habash, 2009; Gu-
jral et al., 2016). We compare three approaches
to building a subword OOV translation module:
an edit distance approach, which matches OOV
words to orthographically similar known trans-
lation pairs; a vector distance approach, which
seeks a semantic match instead of a orthographic
match; and a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) ap-
proach, which generates translations one character
at a time. We do not use language-specific heuris-
tics, enabling automatic construction of OOV
modules for a wide variety of languages.
We evaluate our approaches on an intrinsic
OOV translation task on a typologically diverse
set of fourteen languages. We also embed OOV
translators into a syntax-based machine transla-
tion (SBMT) system and assess its effects on
overall system BLEU for the same fourteen lan-
guages. Our results show that using an OOV
translator with the SBMT system consistently im-
proves translation quality across all languages, es-
pecially in low resource scenarios; we see gains
of 0.5 BLEU on average and up to 2.0 BLEU.
We release code to train our OOV translators at
http://nelsonliu.me/papers/oov.
2 Dataset and Intrinsic Evaluation
To intrinsically evaluate OOV modules, we assess
their ability to translate previously unseen foreign
tokens into English. For fourteen language pairs,
we obtain monolingual data, sentence-aligned par-
allel data, and bilingual lexicons. We word-align
(Och and Ney, 2003; Liang et al., 2006) the par-
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allel data and randomly remove 1000 one-count
<foreign, English> word pairs that also do
not exist in the lexicons. These word transla-
tion pairs are out-of-vocabulary with respect to the
other resources, making them suitable for intrinsic
evaluation. We divide these pairs into validation
and test splits of 500 word pairs each, and build
our OOV translators with the monolingual data,
the lexicons, and translation tables extracted from
the parallel text.
To summarize, our dataset contains: (1) Vali-
dation and test sets: Foreign OOV tokens and
an English translation1 (all extracted from paral-
lel text). Our objective is to predict the English
translation, given the foreign OOV. (2) Lexicon
(bilingual dictionary): Foreign tokens, their part
of speech, and an English translation. A foreign
token may have multiple entries. (3) Monolingual
data: A modest amount of running text in the for-
eign language (from, e.g., Wikipedia). (4) Trans-
lation tables: Pairs of aligned foreign words and
their English translations (token to token mapping)
with alignment probabilities and absolute align-
ment counts, derived from the parallel text. For
dataset quality validation details, see Appendix A.
3 OOV Translation Methods
Edit Distance To translate OOVs with edit dis-
tance (Levenshtein, 1966), we adapt the method
of Gujral et al. (2016). We begin by retrieving the
foreign word(s) in the bilingual lexicon or trans-
lation table with the lowest edit distance from the
given OOV token. Our predicted translation is the
English word that most frequently2 aligns to any
of the selected in-vocabulary foreign words.
Vector Distance To use vector distance for OOV
translation, we calculate the cosine similarity be-
tween word vectors to select the in-vocabulary
word with the closest word vector to the OOV.
Our predicted translation is again the English
word that most frequently aligns to the selected
in-vocabulary source token.
To obtain vectors for OOVs, we use FastText
models (Bojanowski et al., 2017) trained on source
language monolingual data. Since FastText com-
putes vectors from subword units, it can produce
representations for arbitrary strings; we thus use
1While there are often multiple acceptable English trans-
lations for a foreign OOV, our dataset provides one.
2Ties are broken with the words’ frequency in the Giga-
word corpus.
FastText vectors for both the input OOV tokens
and the in-vocabulary words.
Prior work has used word vectors for handling
OOVs (Zou et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Mad-
hyastha and Espan˜a Bonet, 2017, and more), but
the majority learn a bilingual mapping between
the source and target languages. Our method does
not learn such a mapping, reducing our reliance
on parallel data. Using subword vectors enables
translation of OOVs unseen in the monolingual
data.
Sequence-to-Sequence The edit and vector dis-
tance methods are constrained to only output
translations that occur in the bilingual dictio-
nary or the translation table. Towards open-
vocabulary OOV translation, we use character
level sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) (Sutskever
et al., 2014) models to generate English transla-
tions from source strings. This approach is sim-
ilar in spirit to prior work on word-level NMT
models that back off to character-level information
for OOV tokens (Luong and Manning, 2016). To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first use of
seq2seq for translating OOVs in SMT.
We use an LSTM-based seq2seq model with
attention, which is trained on source-target pairs
extracted from the translation table and bilingual
dictionary. We weight the examples in our train-
ing data, since certain translations are more com-
mon than others. Pairs extracted from the transla-
tion table are weighted by their absolute alignment
frequency, and pairs from the bilingual dictionary
are given a constant weight of 100. See Appen-
dices B and C for training dataset sizes and imple-
mentation details.
4 Experiments and Results
To intrinsically evaluate OOV module perfor-
mance, we measure the proportion of predicted
translations that exactly match target translations.
In addition, we measure the effect of integrat-
ing OOV translation systems into an SBMT sys-
tem. We incorporate our OOV translation systems
into an end-to-end machine translation system by
adding OOVs and their predicted translations as
translation pairs (for syntax-based MT, part-of-
speech-tagged translation pairs) with an indicator
feature that is tuned with other standard features.
These pairs compete with do-not-translate pairs
(i.e. where the source and target are identical);
feature weights and language model scores deter-
mine whether the system uses a translated OOV or
chooses to not translate it.
4.1 Intrinsic OOV Translation Results
The accuracy of each OOV translation method on
each of the fourteen languages is presented in Ta-
ble 1. On average, the seq2seq models outperform
the edit distance systems, followed by the vector
distance OOV translation systems.
Source
Language
Edit
Distance
Vector
Distance Seq2Seq
Amharic 22.8% 14.2% 27.0%
Arabic 20.0% 15.8% 29.4%
Bengali 23.5% 23.2% 20.5%
Farsi 27.2% 25.2% 35.6%
Hausa 23.0% 7.2% 24.8%
Hungarian 23.4% 19.6% 32.4%
Russian 20.0% 20.2% 33.4%
Somali 30.4% 18.4% 37.2%
Spanish 20.8% 16.8% 28.6%
Tamil 21.9% 21.4% 28.7%
Turkish 29.2% 28.8% 38.6%
Urdu 13.3% 17.4% 10.2%
Uzbek 22.6% 21.2% 36.4%
Yoruba 14.6% 11.0% 19.8%
Average 22.34% 19.31% 28.76%
Table 1: Intrinsic test set exact match accuracy for
each of the translation methods. For all source lan-
guages, the target is English. Bold marks the best per-
forming method for each pair.
4.2 Extrinsic SBMT Results
Table 2 illustrates the effects of our OOV mod-
ule on SBMT BLEU across the fourteen lan-
guages. We compare against a baseline subword
NMT system trained on the same data with source
and target-side byte pair encoding (BPE; Sennrich
et al., 2016).3 All MT systems are trained on be-
tween 262K to 11.9M words; see Appendix D for
the amount of training data per language.
On average, adding the seq2seq OOV transla-
tor to SBMT produced the highest BLEU scores,
followed by the edit and vector distance methods.
Notably, the seq2seq OOV translator improves
SBMT BLEU for all languages except Bengali,
where it ties with the vanilla SBMT baseline. For
each language, at least one of the OOV-augmented
systems improves upon the SBMT baseline. This
confirms that OOV translation from subword in-
formation has broad utility; adding an OOV trans-
lator to SBMT is an easy and consistent way to
3For NMT baseline implementation details, see Ap-
pendix E
improve performance. We see average gains of
0.5 BLEU points, with a 2.0 BLEU improvement
for Arabic. SBMT with or without OOV transla-
tion outperforms the BPE NMT models, support-
ing previous observations that SMT is superior in
low resource scenarios.4 This also further moti-
vates OOV translation in SMT, since directly ap-
plying subword NMT is clearly impractical here.
5 Discussion
Method Performance by OOVType To further
study the ability of our OOV translation meth-
ods to handle various types of OOV tokens, we
randomly sampled 100 examples from the devel-
opment set used in the Spanish-English intrin-
sic OOV translation task and broadly categorized
OOVs by whether they are morphological vari-
ations of an in-vocabulary word, misspellings, a
transliteration, a compound word, or whether the
OOV is a proper noun that should be copied to the
translation. The performance of each method for
each category is presented in Table 3.
The seq2seq methods show the best perfor-
mance on examples involving morphological vari-
ation, since they reason over subword units. This
also explains the large BLEU gains when adding
seq2seq OOV translation to Arabic SBMT, as
the language is morphologically complex and
many OOVs are morphological variants of known
words. Reasoning over subword units also enables
seq2seq translators to handle OOV tokens created
from compounding, where the edit and vector dis-
tance methods struggle. The edit distance-based
method intuitively outpaces the others on OOV
words generated by misspellings, and draws even
with the seq2seq methods on transliteration cases.
Many of the proper nouns are rare words, which
the edit and vector distance methods cannot han-
dle. The seq2seq model performs slightly better.
Seq2Seq Produces English Words Unseen Dur-
ing Training Seq2seq models are able to com-
pose units of meaning to produce novel target-side
tokens unseen during training; we see this theo-
retical advantage in practice. In the examples in
Table 4, the seq2seq-predicted translations did not
occur in the target side of the training data, so the
model must have combined subword units to pro-
duce them. The model learns to (a) combine previ-
4For reference, Koehn and Knowles (2017) report that
NMT begins to outperform SMT for English-Spanish when
trained on more than approximately 15 million words.
Source Language Code
avg avg∆ amh ara ben fas hau hun rus som spa tam tur urd uzb yor
SBMT 21.36 - 15.75 21.13 10.92 24.12 21.81 17.56 31.36 21.96 40.36 20.77 20.12 18.22 16.86 18.09
edit dist. 21.72 +0.36 15.76 22.81 11.31 25.22 22.20 18.39 31.45 22.63 40.94 21.98 17.29 18.86 17.13 18.06
vector dist. 21.61 +0.25 16.07 23.02 10.16 23.87 21.55 17.78 31.52 22.19 41.00 22.58 20.30 18.08 17.39 17.06
seq2seq 21.86 +0.50 15.84 23.17 10.92 24.44 21.85 17.74 32.04 22.63 40.73 22.35 20.49 18.49 17.07 18.30
BPE NMT 10.72 -10.71 6.85 8.92 3.74 15.08 15.63 6.51 8.61 13.02 20.31 10.67 6.93 12.8 8.91 12.12
Table 2: Test SBMT BLEU scores for each language pair and OOV translation method. The best OOV translation
method for each pair is bolded. BLEU scores of BPE NMT trained on same data are also provided for comparison.
OOV Category Occurrences in Sample Edit Distance Vector Distance Seq2Seq
Morphological Variation 57 14.0% 10.5% 24.6%
Misspelling 19 31.6% 26.3% 21.1%
Transliteration 14 21.4% 14.3% 21.4%
Compounding 5 0.0% 0.0% 40.0%
Proper Noun 5 0.0% 20.0% 60.0%
All 100 17.0% 14.0% 26.0%
Table 3: Exact-match accuracy of each OOV translation method, stratified by OOV type. The best OOV translation
method for each category is bolded.
ously seen subword units into novel English com-
pounds, (b) transliterate sequences, and (c) inflect
verbs for which it has seen a root form.
(a) Compounding
SPA source OOV ciberviolencia
ENG gold translation cyberviolence
edit distance prediction Roscomnadzor
seq2seq prediction cyberviolence
(b) Transliteration / Copying
SPA source OOV Kafkasta´n
ENG gold translation Kafkastan
edit distance prediction alternative form of kazajista´n
seq2seq prediction Kafkastan
(c) Morphology
SPA source OOV balcanizada
ENG gold translation balkanised
edit distance prediction unbanked
seq2seq prediction balkanized
Table 4: seq2seq models recombine in-vocabulary to-
kens to output novel words unseen during training.
6 Related Work
Many strategies have been developed for OOV
translation, especially in SMT. For example,
Nießen and Ney (2000); Koehn and Knight
(2003); Virpioja et al. (2007) translate OOV com-
pounds and other morphologically complex words
by splitting and translating the resultant segments.
Al-Onaizan and Knight (2002); Habash (2008);
Hermjakob et al. (2008); Durrani et al. (2014) ex-
plore transliteration for OOV named entities.
Many approaches also translate OOV tokens by
expanding the translation lexicon with additional
bilingual or monolingual resources (Rapp, 1995;
Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Haghighi et al., 2008;
Marton et al., 2009; Daume´ III and Jagarlamudi,
2011; Razmara et al., 2013; Irvine and Callison-
Burch, 2013; Mikolov et al., 2013; Saluja et al.,
2014; Zhao et al., 2015, among others).
OOV translation has also been cast as a prob-
lem of decipherment (Ravi and Knight, 2011; Dou
and Knight, 2012), and other approaches use infor-
mation from cognates or related languages (Hajicˇ
et al., 2000; Kondrak et al., 2003; De Gispert and
Marino, 2006; Durrani et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2012; Nakov and Ng, 2012; Dholakia and Sarkar,
2014; Tsvetkov and Dyer, 2015, among others).
7 Conclusion
We compare three generally-applicable strategies
for translating out-of-vocabulary words, none of
which rely on any language-specific resources or
typological assumptions beyond the presence of
subword units. Integrating these OOV translators
into a SMT system consistently improves transla-
tion quality over a typologically diverse set of of
fourteen languages. We analyze method perfor-
mance over a range of OOV types and also demon-
strate that seq2seq OOV translators compose char-
acters to generate novel target-side translations.
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Appendices
A Validating Dataset Quality
To validate the quality of the automatically-
constructed validation and test sets, we built an
interface to enable native speakers to post-edit
the generated translations. In this setup, speakers
cannot provide their own translations for foreign
words. Rather, they are shown a foreign sentence
and its aligned English sentence, with the OOV
and the translation respectively highlighted. They
can edit the translation by modifying the highlight-
ing on the English sentence. Speakers are allowed
to highlight discontiguous spans. For example, the
translation of the Spanish word comere´, as in “No
comere´ la comida.”, would be will ... eat, as in “I
will not eat the food”.
Volunteer native speakers validated the OOV
datasets for 5 out of our 14 languages (Arabic,
Bengali, Farsi, Russian, and Spanish). Many of
the generated foreign OOVs and translations were
not modified in the process, confirming their qual-
ity and the utility of the data-collection method.
B Number of Word Translation Pairs
Source
Language
Number of
examples
Amharic 210.0K
Arabic 370.0K
Bengali 161.1K
Farsi 146.0K
Hausa 168.9K
Hungarian 938.3K
Russian 875.5K
Somali 179.5K
Spanish 944.1K
Tamil 54.6K
Turkish 349.9K
Urdu 123.9K
Uzbek 404.5K
Yoruba 233.8K
Table 5: Number of word translation pairs (used to
train the seq2seq OOV translator) for each language.
C Seq2Seq OOV Translator
Implementation Details
Our seq2seq models consist of 3-layer bidirec-
tional LSTM networks with 1024 hidden units.
After each LSTM layer except the last, we ap-
ply dropout of 0.3. Our character embeddings
are 1024-dimensional. The model is trained with
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a constant
learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 128.
The models are trained until sequence-level exact-
match accuracy on the validation set shows no im-
provement for three epochs. We decode with a
beam size of 1, and use the global attention with
the general scoring function and input feeding as
described in Luong et al. (2015).
After training each model to convergence, we
use the checkpoint with the highest exact match
accuracy on a held-out validation set. Checkpoints
are saved every 10,000 parameter updates and at
the end of each epoch.
D Amount of MT Training Data For
Each Language
Source Language Number of target tokens
Amharic 1.24M
Arabic 2.32M
Bengali 494.0K
Farsi 2.14M
Hausa 1.10M
Hungarian 5.20M
Russian 9.77M
Somali 1.40M
Spanish 11.90M
Tamil 262.5K
Turkish 2.23M
Urdu 527.1K
Uzbek 2.36M
Yoruba 1.11M
Table 6: Amount of training data (target-side tokens)
used by SBMT and NMT systems for each language.
E BPE NMT Baseline Implementation
Details
To train the BPE NMT models, we first apply
byte pair encoding with 10K joins to the source
and target data. We train a sequence-to-sequence
model on the data with OpenNMT-py (Klein
et al., 2017), with git commit hash 0ecec8b.
The model is built and trained using the default
hyperparameters: 2-layer LSTMs in both the en-
coder and decoder with 500-dimensional embed-
ding vectors and RNN hidden states trained with
SGD with an initial learning rate of 1.0. We edit
the learning rate schedule from the default, train-
ing for 50 epochs and decaying after each epoch
only when validation perplexity fails to increase.
A checkpoint is saved after each epoch, and we use
the checkpoint with the best validation perplexity
to make test set predictions.
